
DO NOW (16%)

Mei    guo ren

7. Write down 3 upper body clothes: (QUIZLET-clothes 1)

________________,                 ______________,                  _________________
8. Write down 3 lower body clothes: (QUIZLET-clothes 1)

________________,                 ______________,                  _________________
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3

clothes job

color routine

nationality Drive + car



TASK 1: SPEAKING TASK (10%)
Choose 1 person out of 4 to describe as the example shown, you can NOT use your notes, you 
will need to memorize the sentence, you will be called in 30 minutes.

EXAMPLE:

衬衫
Chen shan

ta chuan color 1 de clothes 1 he color 2 de clothes 2

QUIZLET 
SETS:

Colors 
Clothes 1



Task 2 (18%)

1, character

2, characters

3, characters

2, characters

1, character
Now      live  in    Shanghai

One of the clothes 
words

Family member
transportation

Day
2 clothes words

Family member
How to

family



Task 3: Choose 1 answer for each blank, you do NOT need to use all of the answers in the word 
bank, there are more than 1 correct answers for each blank. (24%)

This section will be on your Unit Test.

吃早饭，澳大利亚人，短裤，校车，上学，
毛衣，九月，星期，裙子，衬衫，牛仔裤，
汽车，十二月，每天，每星期六，下学，
去北京，日本人，地铁，去纽约，红色，
蓝色，上午，橙色，上课，起床，
粉色，黄色，一半，中国人，三月，飞机，

是

一半

6. He is half American, half…

like

TOD routine

month Thursday

transportation Go to 
school

wear



Task 4  QUIZLET Measure Words 

Learn-Make sure you finish 100% 

1. Speller-Make sure you finish 100%

2. Scatter-The time needs to be within 35 seconds.

3. Test- Create New Test after you change the settings to:

This number 
doesn’t 
matter.

This number 
has to be 100

The 
comment 
doesn’t 
matter. This number 

has to be 12

This number 
has to be less 
than 40

10/10

10/10

10 of 10

10

NOTES:



Task 5: Choose 8 pieces of clothes/ accessories in the picture to describe using the structure. (32%) 

Number + MW + color + 的 + clothes

Example:  a pair of blue jeans

1 + MW + blue + 的 + jeans

Yi + tiao + lan se + 的 + niu zai ku

一条蓝色的牛仔裤

件: jian
MW for all the upper
Body clothes

条: tiao
MW for all the pants, 
shorts, skirts, jeans…

双: shuang
MW for all the socks, shoes

QUIZLET SETS:

Colors 
Clothes 1
Measure Words 


